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The feasibility of gas flow imaging in moderately high magnetic
fields employing thermally polarized gases at atmospheric pres-
sures is demonstrated experimentally. Two-dimensional spatial
maps of flow velocity distributions for acetylene, propane, and
butane flowing along the transport channels of shaped monolithic
alumina catalysts were obtained at 7 T by 1H NMR, with true
n-plane resolution of 400 mm and reasonable detection times. The

resolution is shown to be limited by the echo attenuation due to
rapid molecular diffusion in the imaging gradients of magnetic
field. All gas flow images exhibit flow patterns that are not fully
developed, in agreement with the range of Reynolds numbers
(190–570) and the length of the sample used in gas flow experi-
ments. The flow maps reveal the highly nonuniform spatial dis-
tribution of shear rates within the monolith channels of square
cross-section, the kind of information essential for evaluation and
improvement of the efficiency of mass transfer in shaped catalysts.
The water flow images were obtained at lower Re numbers for
comparison. These images demonstrate the transformation of a
transient flow pattern observed closer to the inflow edge of a
monolith into a fully developed one further downstream. © 2000

cademic Press

Key Words: NMR imaging; liquid and gas flow; monolithic
catalysts.

INTRODUCTION

Reactors with packed beds of catalysts are used in cat
steam reforming of natural gas and other hydrocarbons
pollution prevention by catalytic combustive purification
automobile and plant exhaust, and other important indu
applications. Heat and mass transport and exchange ar
elements in such heterogeneous catalytic processes. The
the shape of the catalysts/supports constituting the cataly
can have a major impact on the efficiency of the pro
through its effect on flow and mixing through the bed. Ind
one of the recent trends in large-scale industrial processe
control the shape of catalyst/support pellets, such as mono
catalysts possessing large transport channels, in order to r
pressure drop while uniformly distributing flow across a re
tor (1, 2). The design of the monoliths’ shapes so far has

urely empirical, and significant improvements can be ma
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mprove various aspects of their performance, if system
easurements of flow and heat transfer within such struc

ould be made. Therefore, information on mass transpo
iquid and gas flow in monolithic catalysts is highly desira

While the application of NMR imaging to study flow
arious liquids in a wide variety of geometries is done
inely (3), the feasibility of gas flow NMR imaging has n
been addressed in detail. There appears to be only one
publication (4) and it reports the application of dynamic NM
imaging of hyperpolarized129Xe to obtain joint spatial–veloci
distribution maps for a tube with a constriction and for
types of polyurethane foams. The majority of gas ima
applications deal with the imaging of human and animal
ways and lungs, utilizing either hyperpolarized noble g
(129Xe, 3He) (5–11) or thermally polarized gases (129Xe, CF4,
C2F6, SF6) (12–14), often mixed with O2 in various proportion
o produce breathable mixtures. A number of application
as imaging to materials science have also been reported
ith hyperpolarized (4, 15) and thermally polarized gases (16–

18). Finally, hyperpolarized gas imaging has also been
formed in a very weak magnetic field (19). The studies ar
often performed at elevated gas pressures in order to redu
usually high diffusivity of gas molecules, to reduce the e
ciency of spin-rotational relaxation, and to increase conce
tion. This work investigates the possibility of performing
flow imaging with thermally polarized proton-containing ga
at ambient pressures and carries out some preliminary s
of the flow of gases and liquids in the transport channe
shaped catalysts.

EXPERIMENTAL

Universal butane gas for lighters (Eurofill, Aerosols B
Holland) liquefied in 200-ml cans (116 g net weight) w
purchased in a local tobacco store. Propane (liquefied in 5
tanks for domestic burners), acetylene (for torch welders)
hydrogen gas were purchased from commercial vendors
fortunately, information on the purity of gases was not av
able from the vendors. The NMR spectrum of propane ex
ited several weaker (not more than a few percent total) lin
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37NMR MICROIMAGING OF LIQUID AND GAS FLOW
lower fields relative to the main resonances, while the o
gases did not have any impurities which could be detecte
proton NMR. Distilled water was used in the water fl
studies. No attempt was made to reduce the relaxation tim
water by doping it with paramagnetic species in order to a
contamination of the catalysts.

The monoliths were made ofg-Al 2O3 and had a specifi
surface area of 62 m2/g and 14-nm average pore diamete
measured by the low-temperature nitrogen adsorption me
However, the permeability of the channel walls does not
nificantly influence the flow fields described in this study.
monoliths studied in this work had transport channels of 42

cross-section and wall thickness of 1 mm. The roughly c
drical pieces were cut out of bigger monoliths to fit int
21-mm-id Teflon cell, with the orientation of the chann
coinciding with the direction of the cylindrical cell axis. The
monoliths were cut so that either a channel or an intersecti
channel walls coincided with the center of the cylinder. It
be seen later that these two kinds of monoliths created v
different flow patterns when the fluid inlet was a narrow
comparable in width to that of a channel.

The geometry of the Teflon cell and sample positioning
shown in Fig. 1. Either a single monolith, 41 mm long, o
stack of two pieces, 25 mm each, were used. In all experim
reported here, the fluids entered the cell at the bottom
exited at the top. For the gas flow experiments, a 2- to
piece of 4-mm-id polyethylene tubing was attached to the
on each end. The desired flow rate was adjusted using the
of the float-type rotameter (preceded by the gas tank pre
regulator for H2 and acetylene), which was calibrated for e
gas with the use of a drum gas meter as well as by meas
the time necessary to displace a known volume of water
a calibrated flask. The gas expanded from the tank into
supply tubing attached to the bottom part of the cell and e

FIG. 1. The geometry of the Teflon cell containing the monoliths.L is the
distance from the lower edge of the catalyst to the center of the imaged
(the center of the gradient and the RF coils).
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the setup through the exhaust tubing attached to the top p
the cell into the fume hood.

The cooling of the small butane gas cans upon gas expa
and the resulting gas flow rate variation in the course o
experiments was prevented by immersing the cans in a ta
water maintained at room temperature. For other gases
was not required owing to the larger tanks. For the relaxa
time measurement of gases at ca. 1 atm pressure, mon
were removed from the Teflon cell and the flow system
flushed with the respective gas, and then the supply valve
closed, and a few seconds later the outflow tubing was cl

For the water flow experiments, larger tubing (5.5-mm
was used, while the cell geometry, sample positioning,
flow direction were the same. The flow of water was create
a thermostat pump (Lauda A100) and its flow rate was m
sured by timed collection.

All 1H NMR microimaging experiments were performed
a Bruker DRX spectrometer equipped with a vertical b
superconducting magnet at 299 MHz. A birdcage RF coil
25-mm-id was used to accommodate the Teflon cell.
spin-echo pulse sequence with a slice-selective 90° pulse
hard 180° pulse was employed in all experiments. Frequ
and phase encoding were along the two orthogonal direc
in the x-y plane perpendicular to the cell axis, and s
selection took place along thez axis. The slice thickness was
mm for water and 15 mm for gas studies. Two extra grad
were applied along thez axis to phase encode the flow veloc
(20). In the gas imaging experiments, the number of s
averaged was 8 for butane, 16 for propane, and 256 for
ylene, and the original data matrix size was 643 64. For water
the number of scans was reduced to 4 and the data matri
increased to 1283 128. The field of view was 24 mm2 in all
experiments. Each 2D data set was zerofilled to 2563 256 and

ourier transformed in two dimensions. For each measure
he experiment was performed twice, with and without the
owing. The pixel-by-pixel phase difference was then ca
ated for each pair of images, and phase unwrapping
pplied to those velocity maps where phase wrap occu
ine apodization was employed in certain cases to re

runcation artifacts.
The magnitude of the frequency encode gradient in the

maging experiment was 9.3 G/cm, and the acquisition
as 690ms. An attempt to improve spatial resolution in the

images by doubling the gradient led to an almost com
signal loss. When imaging various gases, we kept most o
parameters of the spin-echo pulse sequence the same (i
ing echo time,TE 5 5.1 ms) except for the recovery time a
he number of accumulations, which were adjusted for
articular gas. In water imaging experiments the echo time
.7 ms. It took 20 to 40 min to acquire each 2D image.
Relaxation times of gases were measured in the Teflon

fter removing the monoliths. TheT1 times were measured
inversion-recovery, while theT2 times were measured usi
the CPMG sequence. It was verified that a factor of 2 varia

ice
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38 KOPTYUG ET AL
in the refocusing timet has no influence on the measuredT2

value (t ,, T2). The measured values were reproducibl
within a few percent, but the values should be consid
approximate since the amount of impurities and residual a
the samples was unknown.

RESULTS

1. Liquid Flow Imaging

Figure 2 shows water flow velocity maps detected at
(Fig. 2a) and 18.5 mm (Fig. 2b) from the catalyst inflow ed
As in all other images detected, the walls and the sq
channels of the monoliths can be unambiguously ident
The flow enters through a small orifice on the central ax
the cylindrical sample cell. The catalyst walls cross nea
axis of the cell and redirect the flow toward the sample pe
ery, as indicated by the flow velocity distribution in the cen
four channels of the sample. The flow pattern is even m
complicated in the outer channels. As the positive and neg
“c”-shape structures in Fig. 2a suggest, there is some ki
slow vortical motion of liquid in these channels. At the m
ment we are unable to say whether this is the up–d
circulation or a circular flow within the image plane, and
will clarify this point in the future. However, 6 mm furth
downstream (Fig. 2b) the flow pattern has already devel
into one which could be expected for a fully developed fl
within a channel of a square cross-section, with the square
velocity contours near the channel walls gradually transf
ing into the circular ones toward the channel centers. Rot
the upper block of the stack by 45° relative to the lo
(imaged) one transforms the contours in at least the two c
nels with the highest flow velocities into arrowhead-sh
structures pointing away from the center. When the flow ra
further increased, the flow direction in the outer channe
reversed, while most of the flow is still going through
central four channels (not shown).

In another series of liquid flow imaging experiments,
stack of two monoliths was supported by a third mono
having much narrower channels with cross-section of 1 m2.
This structure could be useful for preserving the jet-type
of liquid entering the cell. The variation of the experim
geometry and flow rate can have a strong and some
curious influence on the flow pattern. For example, we
change the flow rate, mutual orientation of the monoliths,
the distance,L, to reproducibly redirect most of the flow in
the outer channels of the monolith. Such behavior wil
studied in more detail in the future.

Figure 3 maps the flow of water through a monolith o
different geometry, with a channel in the center. In this cas
main flow is observed in the central channel, while there is
measurable flow in its four nearest neighbors. A 150
250-mm slit in one of the walls which goes along the en
monolith is circled in the image of Fig. 3. Transverse fl
o
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weighted images indicate that it could be inducing some
in the plane of the image, although it does not seem to hav
effect on the flow velocity distribution along the channels

2. Gas Flow Imaging

We carried out a series of flow velocity imaging experim
with hydrogen-containing gases—molecular hydrogen (2),
acetylene (C2H2), n-propane (C3H8), and n-butane (C4H10).
The primary goal of these studies was to assess the feas
of gas flow velocity imaging with1H detection of thermall
polarized gases at ambient pressures and temperatures
uncover the limitations of this approach.

Our attempts to detect images of H2 failed, even when th
echo time was reduced to 1 ms and the flow encoding grad
were eliminated. We subsequently measured the H2 T2 to be
0.38 ms (Table 1), too short for the signal to be detected u
these experimental conditions. In addition, the large diffus
of H2 of 1.66 cm2/s at 22°C and 1 atm (21), more than an orde

f magnitude larger than that of other gases used in this w
akes the signal even more elusive. Our attempt to imag2

yielded only a weak but unmistakable image of the birdc
RF insert parts made of hydrogen-containing materials. Fo
three other gases, both static and flow-weighted image
reasonable quality were detected, with a true in-plane re
tion of ca. 4003 400mm, artificially improved to 1003 100
mm by zerofilling.

Figure 4 shows a two-dimensional axial flow velocity m
of propane gas flowing through the cylindrical cell (no mo
liths in the cell). It demonstrates that the geometry of our
system is not perfectly cylindrically symmetric. In addition,
gas flows in the reverse direction at a much lower velo
outside of the jet in the center of the cell. This is shown in
5. As can be seen, the image quality is sufficiently goo
warrant the application of the method to the studies of m
complex flow patterns.

A flow velocity map for acetylene C2H2 is shown in Fig. 6
whereas Fig. 7 shows butane C4H10 flowing through the sam
monolith. All parameters were the same in the two exp
ments, except for a somewhat higher flow rate for butane
the maximum flow velocities in the images are nearly eq
Most of the flow goes through the central channels in
cases. Despite very different appearances of the flow pa
in the two images of Figs. 6 and 7 (circular vs square-s
flow velocity contours), both images indicate little interac
of the flow with the channels walls. The circular conto
observed in Fig. 6 may have developed in the long gas su
tubing. The inner diameter of the latter (4 mm) is equal to
side length of the square cross-section of the channel, an
paraboloid just fits into the central channel of the monolit

The flow in Fig. 7 has an appearance of a plug flow, wi
large flow velocity gradient in the immediate vicinity of t
channel walls and little variation of the rate within the res
the channel. This type of velocity profile may be expecte
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39NMR MICROIMAGING OF LIQUID AND GAS FLOW
entry flow regions, where the effects of viscosity are confi
to thin boundary layers adjacent to solid surfaces. The d
ences between Figs. 6 and 7 could be, in part, due to the
of three difference in the kinematic viscosities of the two ga

We thus conclude that fully developed flow within

FIG. 2. Two-dimensional axial flow velocity maps of water flowing th
orientation. (a) Distance from the monolith edge to the detected sliceL 5 12.
ow rate 76 ml/min, maximum flow velocity 2.4 cm/s. Figure 9 shows a
FIG. 3. Two-dimensional axial flow velocity map of water flowing thr

2.5 mm, flowrate 128 ml/min, and maximum flow velocity 21.6 cm/s.
FIG. 4. Two-dimensional axial flow velocity map of propane (C3H8) ga

maximum flow velocity is 93.0 cm/s.
FIG. 6. Two-dimensional axial flow velocity map of acetylene (C2H2), L
FIG. 7. Two-dimensional axial flow velocity map of butane (C4H10), L 5
FIG. 8. Two-dimensional axial flow velocity map of propane gas flo

dentical orientation relative to each other.L 5 18.5 mm, flowrate 360 ml/m
rofile along the dark line.
d
r-
tor
s.

channels is not attained in the image plane and that mapp
flow velocity distributions in longer channels is required
visualize the establishment of a fully developed flow. Altho
the direction of flow coincides with that of the supply tubing
the central channel and its four closest neighbors, the

gh a cylindrical cell containing a stack of two monolithic catalysts with i
m, flowrate 69 ml/min, maximum flow velocity 3.6 cm/s; (b)L 5 18.5 mm
e-dimensional velocity profile along the dark line.
h a cylindrical cell containing a monolithic catalyst with a central channL 5
slit in one of the monolith walls is circled.
wing through a cylindrical cell (no monoliths). Flow rate is 400 ml/min

18.5 mm, flowrate 500 ml/min, maximum flow velocity 72.0 cm/s.
8.5 mm, flowrate 375 ml/min, maximum flow velocity 70.0 cm/s.
g through a cylindrical cell containing a stack of two monolithic cataly
maximum flow velocity 43.0 cm/s. Figure 9 shows a one-dimensional ve
rou
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40 KOPTYUG ET AL
flow in the other channels is in the opposite direction. Th
in agreement with the results for the cylindrical cell with
monolith inserted (Figs. 4 and 5). We confirm also that sp
resolution in the gas images is lower than in the water ima
the slit in one of the walls of the monolith circled in Fig. 3
not resolved in the images of Figs. 6 and 7.

The perturbation of the flow is strongest when the mon
walls intersect in the center. The flow is redirected unequ
into the four central channels (Fig. 8), and the spatial dist
tion of the flow velocity depends critically on the details of
experiment. In this particular example with propane gas
flow velocity contours change from roughly circular to but
fly-shaped upon the increase of flow rate from 360 to
ml/min.

Figure 9 shows profiles of the axial component of velo
along selected lines through the color images of Figs. 2b a
The liquid velocity profile of Fig. 9a appears to be hig
developed and shows significant flow in the outer chan
The gas velocity profile of Fig. 9b is more jet-like and sho
a higher wall shear rate in the central channel and a nea
flow in the outer channels.

DISCUSSION

Mass transfer between the monolith and the fluid flow
through its channels is expected to be most efficient in
entrance regions where flow patterns are not fully devel
and the boundary layer is thin. Therefore, to assess an
prove the efficiency of monolithic catalysts, a detailed kno

FIG. 5. One-dimensional transverse cross-section through the cen
the axial flow velocity map shown in Fig. 4. Each radian of phase differ
corresponds to approximately 10 cm/s.

TABLE 1
Relaxation Times of Gases Studied in This Work

Gas T1
a, ms T2

b, ms

ydrogen (H2) 3.1 0.38
Acetylene (H2C2) 205 150

ropane (H3C–CH2–CH3) 995 586
-Butane (H3C–CH2–CH2–CH3) 1270 746

a Inversion-recovery.
b CPMG.
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edge of shear rates and entrance lengths in the operating
reactor is required. As the water and gas images obtain
this work demonstrate, NMR microimaging can provide s
information in a nondestructive and noninvasive way.
instance, the transition from a transient flow pattern to a
developed one is demonstrated in Fig. 2. The Reynolds
bers Re estimated from the known flow rates and assumin
water flows predominantly through the four central chan
are ca. 70–80. The corresponding entrance length ca
estimated as ca. 10 mm. This number is in a good agree
with the experimental observations of a transient patte
12.5 mm and a developed pattern at 18.5 mm. Gas flow im
were detected for Re in the range 190–570 correspondi
entrance lengths of 25–70 mm. This is why the observed
flow patterns are far from being fully developed and w
significant interaction of the flowing gas with the monolith
evident only in the immediate vicinity of the channel wall

The results reported here demonstrate the feasibility o
flow imaging with thermally polarized hydrocarbon gase
ambient pressures, with reasonable detection times and
spatial resolution of the order of 400mm. The diffusion-limited
resolution for propane can be estimated as (2Dt) 0.5, where
D 5 0.066 cm2/s (21) is the self-diffusivity of propane at 29

and 1 atm, andt is the time of spatial localization of th
spins in the pulse sequence employed. Witht 5 1 ms, the

iffusion limit for the achievable spatial resolution is 115mm.
Assuming that the diffusivity of acetylene is similar to tha
ethylene, the corresponding number for acetylene is 160mm,
while for butane this value should be approximately 100mm.

of
e

FIG. 9. One-dimensional horizontal cross-sections of the images sho
(a) Fig. 2b for water and (b) Fig. 8 for propane. The positions of
cross-sections are indicated with the solid lines in the respective 2D im
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41NMR MICROIMAGING OF LIQUID AND GAS FLOW
The spatial resolution of the images detected is 2.5 to 4 t
larger than these estimates.

The relaxation times of gases imaged are given in Tab
The T1 and T2 times are rather long and approach thos
common liquids as the size of the gas molecule increases
long T1 times eliminate one of the advantages of some
imaging, namely the possibility of using very short repeti
times for rapid data averaging (12). The large value ofT2 time
might be an asset for spectroscopic studies, but has lit
contribute to the imaging modality, unless the center ofk-space
is imaged without any applied gradients, as in SPI and SP
techniques (16).

In spin and gradient echo sequences fast diffusion in
applied gradient attenuates the signal much faster than
spin relaxation does. As mentioned earlier, an attempt t
crease spatial resolution by doubling the frequency enco
gradients used in this work led to a complete echo deph
despite the echo times being much shorter than the mea
T2 times. Thus, we are at the upper limit of the gradient
encoding time combination for detecting signals from th
rapidly diffusing gases.

Some signal enhancement can be achieved by usin
gases at elevated pressures, which will reduce the diffus
and increase the spin density. This approach is limited b
fact that propane and especially butane liquefy at relatively
pressures (ca. 8.3 atm for propane and 2 atm forn-butane a

0°C). Furthermore,T1 is bound to increase further as
pressure is raised and working at any pressure other
ambient complicates the experiment.

One other possible area of applications of the experim
reported here is the study of porous media. Adsorption of g
within the pores can lead to a substantial signal enhance
(17). Furthermore, the restrictions on diffusive displacem
of gas molecules provided by the pore walls can reduc
diffusive echo attenuation. It has been demonstrated befor
restricted diffusion of gases can be used to selectively sup
the signal of the bulk gas and to obtain images of the
confined within the pores (22). On the other hand, parama

etic impurities in the pore walls can enhance bothT1 andT2

relaxation to such a degree that the NMR signal disappea
is not obvious which way the relaxation times of gases pe
ating porous materials should change. BothT1 decreases (16)

nd increases (17) for gases in porous materials compare
ulk values have been reported. However, signals from g
ater permeating the porous walls of the monoliths were
bserved in this work. The porosity of the monoliths al
ould suggest a fourfold reduction of the signal within
alls compared to the bulk fluid, but the actual signal reduc
xceeds an order of magnitude. A possible reason for
ehavior is a very shortT*2 within the pores, due to parama-

netic impurities in alumina for the samples studied in
work. Indeed, in the previous studies where the drying of t
monoliths saturated with water was investigated (23), the SP
es
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echnique with an encoding time shorter than 1 ms had
sed in order to observe signals from water in pores.

CONCLUSIONS

This work demonstrates that it is not necessary to use
perpolarized gases or to work at elevated pressures in or
successfully image spatial distributions of gas flow veloci
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first time that N
gas flow velocity maps of thermally polarized gases have
detected. The spin-warp imaging sequence in combination
flow velocity phase encoding by a pair of magnetic fi
gradients allowed us to achieve a 400-mm true in-plane spati
resolution in two-dimensional1H NMR flow velocity image
of a 15-mm slice for acetylene, propane, and butane g
Velocities up to 93 cm/s were measured in this study. Atte
were not made to reduce the slice thickness, but the
signal-to-noise ratio of the images shows that a signifi
reduction in slice thickness can be tolerated. We applied
and water flow imaging to measure the flow velocity patt
in the channels of monolithic catalysts. The highly nonunif
distribution of shear rates observed should have a prof
influence on mass transfer between the fluids flowing thr
the channels and pore spaces of shaped catalysts.
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